want to
be
for your

on the customer promises implicit
in every new product or service.
It also may put you in a position
where you are competing against
your own customers, retailers,
and providers offering or selling
the same products and services.
Working with the market can help
address this, but partners and
vendors that fail to deliver the level
of service that customers expect

customer?
Your much fussed-over Millennial customers
are now comfortably in their 30s going to

Mommy and Me Yoga and sporting dad bods.

Have you started thinking about their younger

may

impact

your

reputation.

Ultimately, each organization needs
to decide how to manage customer
expectations and uphold trust. It is
not enough to take the stock model
of your vendors and say it is “good
enough for now” because you
risk losing the interest, faith, and
engagement of your customers. To
ensure success, get clear on who you

brothers and sisters?

want to be and build your platform
to accommodate a long-term vision.

Generation Z, those born in 1995 or later,
make up the largest percentage of the U.S.
population — about 25%.
They are already contributing $44 billion to
the economy and will account for one-third
1

of the population by 2020.

These teenagers and early 20-somethings differ from Millennials in key ways; don’t say we didn’t warn you!
2

to achieve their parents’ standard of living, this younger

You will have to work even harder to win and keep their
business than Millennial customers.

generation is very cost sensitive. This trait combined with
their internet research savviness means you will need to

2 Gen Z are social justice warriors. Don’t think this woke

provide accessible and meaningful information on rates
and charges.

1 Gen Z is less brand-conscious and less brand loyal.
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Gen Z was born online. Gen Z has never known a world

make up the largest percentage of the U.S.
population — about 25%.
They are already contributing $44 billion to
the economy and will account for one-third
1

of the population by 2020.

These teenagers and early 20-somethings differ from Millennials in key ways; don’t say we didn’t warn you!
2

1 Gen Z is less brand-conscious and less brand loyal.

You will have to work even harder to win and keep their
business than Millennial customers.

2 Gen Z are social justice warriors. Don’t think this woke
moment is a trend: keep being thoughtful about your
messaging because the younger generation prides them3

selves on being socially conscious.

3 Gen Z was born online. Gen Z has never known a world
without technology in their pocket, so they want intuitive,
4
mobile technology, and they expect it to be seamless.

4 Gen Z is frugal. Coming of age in the Great Recession
5

to achieve their parents’ standard of living, this younger
generation is very cost sensitive. This trait combined with
their internet research savviness means you will need to
provide accessible and meaningful information on rates
and charges.

5 Gen Z is diverse. This next generation is the most diverse
in U.S. history, so you will need to work to keep up with
6
inclusive messages and initiatives.

6 Gen Z is sophisticated. Being exposed to more information means this generation is more mature at a younger
7
age; don’t talk down to them!

and seeing their Millennial friends struggle and largely fail
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